
Public’s Opinion on: Has the
Shelby  Star  been  Bought
Off???  Public  Opinion
provided  by  Robert  A.
Williams
A reader sent in this short response on my recent article
asking this question: Has the Shelby Star been Bought-off??

The response is as follows:

Everyone KNOWS the Shelby Star is a rag, not worth the paper
it’s written on. And yes, through the “Legals” using OUR Tax
dollars – does, in fact, BUY the lies for the City. Boomerang
Architectural  company  SHOULD  be  criminally  investigated,
along with the School District, College and others USING it
to avoid Legal Bidding, effectively Bribing many to do their
bidding. AND Violating the Property, Constitutional Rights,
like in the case of Willie Green.

Almost as bad as a “President” who doesn’t know where he is
and isn’t in charge of even his bowels. (pooped his pants,
while with the Pope.

Those who refuse to learn from History, let others Repeat It!
GO BRANDON! �

Editor’s Note: A response from the Shelby Star, now located in
Gastonia, is offered the opportunity to the Star to explain
themselves. We will certainly publish their reply. Along with
any Fact-Checking we believe to be necessary.

Also,  we  fact-checked  the  original  response  regarding  Joe
Biden pooping his pants during his meeting with the Pope in
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Rome, Italy. What we found is that many Italians claim this to
be true and the US Fake News is mostly silent. Which is very
often proof positive that the allegations are true.

We Googled “Did Joe Biden poop his pants in Rome?” There were
many hits, so this question is surely going around and may
very well be 100% true. Plus, the fact that:
Joe Biden is almost 80 years old.
At that age, bladder and bowel control are often compromised.
Fake News Media in the USA, like the Shelby Star, are well
known for “silencing” negative, but true, reports about the
Bidens.

Also, Part 2. Many folks agree that the Shelby Star is indeed
a “rag” not worth the paper it is printed on. Myself included.
That is surely the reason the subscriptions for the Shelby
Star have dropped to almost nothing, forcing the Star to move
to  Gastonia.  Printing  and  reporting  especially.  Many,
including myself, believe that the Star does NOT report on
what their reporters have investigated themselves. That they
just take press releases from CCS, the Commissioners, etc. and
make articles out of them without “Asking the right questions”
that are necessary to get to the truth of the matter. I
believe that is exactly what Mr. Willie Green has challenged
the Shelby Star to do. Interview Shelby City Officials and
“ask the right questions” to get to the truth. No response
from the Shelby Star on that challenge. I suspect there will
not be a response from the Shelby Star on that challenge. That
is usually the Fake News response to such challenges. To make
no response at all.

Oh well, Shelby Star. Print what you want. Nobody believes you
anyway!!!


